spacious loft style living area, on the second and third floors of a stone building on one of the back
streets of ratchet.
the lower floor is divided . in the front is a stable where a black hawkstrider, a large black warg and a
grey windrider live, as well as a few other empty stalls. The back half is a large work room with tools
hanging on the wall in the back, as well as racks of parts and raw materials. The workroom is lit with
glowing crystals like you would find in Silvermoon City.
each floor is only one "room" divided by leather curtains.
higher floor contains bathing and bed area
there is a comfortable bed obviously brought from one of the High Elf holdings in one corner of the
higher level
There is a small vanity with a mirror and table.
hanging from the mirror is a silver and gold charm.
mounted in a black shadowbox on the wall is a mark of resolution, an argent dawn comission, a horde
insignia, a frostwolf lientenant's insignia, and a badge marking her as a guard captain for raventusk
village, as well as several commendations
there is also a single dresser, half of which is a closet.
lower level has kitchen area, with a scarred table and two chairs in it,
on a shelf in the kitchen is a collection of jars containing powders or herbs and flasks of odd liquids, as
well as empty vials
on a shelf on the opposite side of the room are a few glasses, plates, pieces of mismatched silverwear, a
blue brewfest stein, a few teacups and a teapot. hanging from the top of this shelf is a harvest festival
horn
under this shelf is another shelf of herbs and other ingredients, along with a few cookbooks.. one odd
one entitled "how to serve man"
next to this shelf is a small keg with blue bands and a tap
there is a small stove in one corner for cooking, with a pile of wood next to it.
other part of lower level contains a , fireplace opposite the door, a comfortable black leather couch and
a two chairs. The three seats are arranged around the fireplace with a stone table in between them.
near a small window between the kitchen and living area is a small highly sanded smooth wooden table,
set on an slight angle, with a wooden box on the side with charcoal and carbon sticks in it. (drawing
desk)
there is a small shelf next to the angled table with a hand bound leather book of parchment and a sheef
of loose pages (book is a collection of things she's drawn)
hanging over the table is a lantern which looks to be of night elf make
under the table is a wooden box with the Blood Elf crest inlaid in the top. Inside is Evantine’s old
uniform, a set of throwing knives, two short swords and one dagger.
there is a small bookshelf with various different books,

including a copy of the Lament of the Highborn, The Hodre's Hellscream and a copy of "the
green hills of stranglethorn" and several medical manuals, as well as several romance novels.
hanging next to the fireplace is a string with two tusks on it.
Hanging over the mantle is a bass guitar signed by Mai'Kyl the bass player for The Tauren Chieftans.
In one corner is a stool, a music stand, an amplifier and a black bass guitar with red highlights.
there is a vertical sword rack on the wall next to the fire place, from floor to ceiling. Swords rest
horizontally.
there is another vertical rack opposite to it, with guns, bows and crossbows in it.
On the wall with the door in it are display tabards.
Guild Tabard for Groot en Harig

Competitor’s tabard

Argent Dawn tabard
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